The State Department announced that Iranian forces led by the Ayatollah K. amemi have attacked the United States naval installation at Pearl Harbor exactly 28 years to the day after the infamous Japanese invasion of that base.

To complicate the scenario it was discovered that refugees from Indocina were involved in the attack. The "host people" apparently reeled off the harbor and destroyed complicated US equipment with small nuclear weapons concealed inside their own craft. The weapons, it appears, were supplied by South African. The South Africans who just recently claimed they did not have access to such technology themselves. They blamed Soviet influence on the accusations resulting in a landslide defeat of the SALT II agreements which have been supported by the Carter administration for several months.

The Pentagon reported that its weapons system was unable to stop the attack. The United States was able to stop the attack quickly enough to end the worst threat to the American armed forces since World War II.

Radio Tokyo is suing WRJR for interfering with their broadcast area. After WRJR increased their wattage to a booming hundred watts, Radio Tokyo, based on the island of Hokkaido, this chaos, while humorous to Americans, has greatly upset the way of life on the island. Can you imagine turning on your radio expecting to hear the track sound from "Two Fly over the Pud" and then you hear "What Will It Be Like a branch" and instead hear a frightened public service announcement about waring armor in a lightning storm?

Radio Tokyo's station manager, Jeff Wahlstrom, was surprised at the announcement about wearing armor. Spokesman Hodding Carter added, "at least the people would permanently occupy all the US possessions in the Pacific and take over all industry and finance institutions in those areas "in the name of the Ayatollah." In related developments, US all companies immediately announced that they will raise prices another couple hundred percent due to the attack, which occurred in areas having nothing to do with oil production or shipping. "We hope that the collective patriotic conscience of our nation will take us through these difficult times," the companies continued.

The Iranian occupiers have employed a tactic which has gained them some renown recently by taking the entire population of the Hawaiian islands hostage.


"In light of the current developments in the Pacific," Kennedy said, "I believe that the administration has been delinquent in its assigned duties." Kennedy was shown leading Carter in a nationwide Gallup poll by 90%.

Responding to the morning's news, President Carter reportedly walked into his press conference, said simply "Oh, shit," smiled and walked out. He has not been heard from since.

Airwaves

Radio Tokyo is suing WRJR for interfering with their broadcast area. After WRJR increased their wattage to a booming hundred watts, Radio Tokyo, based on the island of Hokkaido, this chaos, while humorous to Americans, has greatly upset the way of life on the island. Can you imagine turning on your radio expecting to hear the track sound from "Two Fly over the Pud" and then you hear "What Will It Be Like a branch" and instead hear a frightened public service announcement about waring armor in a lightning storm?

Radio Tokyo's station manager, Jeff Wahlstrom, was surprised at the announcement about wearing armor. Spokesman Hodding Carter added, "at least the people would permanently occupy all the US possessions in the Pacific and take over all industry and finance institutions in those areas "in the name of the Ayatollah." In related developments, US all companies immediately announced that they will raise prices another couple hundred percent due to the attack, which occurred in areas having nothing to do with oil production or shipping. "We hope that the collective patriotic conscience of our nation will take us through these difficult times," the companies continued.

The Iranian occupiers have employed a tactic which has gained them some renown recently by taking the entire population of the Hawaiian islands hostage.


"In light of the current developments in the Pacific," Kennedy said, "I believe that the administration has been delinquent in its assigned duties." Kennedy was shown leading Carter in a nationwide Gallup poll by 90%.

 Responding to the morning's news, President Carter reportedly walked into his press conference, said simply "Oh, shit," smiled and walked out. He has not been heard from since.

Today Is Friday

In a surprise announcement the Board of Trustees of Bates College decided to move the College out of the urban atmosphere of Lewiston to the recently acquired Bates-Morse Mountain Conservation Area. The move is seen as a final solution of the lever-grown relationship problem and a major advancement in prestige over the other colleges in the area. When asked to comment on the decision, Dean Gapher stated, "We came to realize over the years that the second nature of our College was partially due to the atmospheric and social conditions of Lewiston. While being a unique city a distinctive ethnic character, the city was not able to provide for the basic needs of the Bates Community, such as L.L. Bean and sandy beaches. The move to the coast will not only provide these needs but should lead to higher enrollment in the future. It will also give us the chance to build the College right this time. I mean, the college could build a new gym without a basketball court, and a firm and stable roof." Students are being advised that the move of Bates to Portland will be taking place on Saturday after Dorn breakfast. Furthermore students are being asked to move out of their dorms would not notice the change until they woke up about an hour after sunrise.

Members of the administration, the release explains, won't officially notice the new day until they report to work at 8:30 a.m., though some may notice the development prior to that time. Members of the faculty, it continued, would probably never notice the change.

Officials at Brunswick Naval Air Station have confirmed the occurrence and agree that today is, indeed, Friday.

Contacted for his comments, President T. Hedley Reynolds was quoted as saying "Well, I guess this means we'll probably have classes and then everybody will go home and it will be dark." Reynolds quickly added, however, that "I don't see any problems stemming from this development. Ever since I arrived here 12 years ago we have had Friday's and I'm sure we will go right on having them."
Mysterious Chin Disease Hits Administration

The staff of the Health Center and State Health officials have been baffled by a mysterious disease which has swept through the Bates' administration. So far, it has hit virtually everyone in Lane Hall. The disease has shown no seasonal tendency, but it has even hit Dean Spence.

The disease is easy to diagnose. Its victims all have a tremendous urge to place their hands on their chin while eating. A medical explanation for this behavior, but it is believed to stem from dullness and pondering about trivial problems. Doctors have no clear diagnosis for this disease, but they have traced its origin to Middlesex, a similar disease is running rampant.

Susan Kalma is taking all precautions against the disease. She has begun to feel the symptoms (a desire to chew on evergreen trees and get an office in Lane Hall) should come to the Health Center to be checked. "There is no known cure" says Kalma. "And to make matters worse, it is beginning to spread to the faculty."

Rand Renovation

The halls in Rand will be renovated beginning today at 5:30 a.m., "Why, let's run over that Ayatullah with my horse" Connelly's horse, however, did not agree. Mr. John, the horse; "Neigh, neigh."

(Continued from Page 1)

Lempoon Guide to 1980

Once again in 1980, the American Public will be forced to hear an entire year of Presidential Politics, perhaps the most horrifying of this nation's vices. Many people find Presidential Politics confusing and frightening. The Bates' administration has compiled a Guide to the 1980 Presidential Candidates.

Howard Baker: Republican. Talks with a southern accent. Offered to resign his Senate seat but next to same Ervin on the Senate Watergate Committee. Politically wishy-washy.


Representative Assembly Minutes

DECEMBER 3, 1979

A motion was made to adjourn but not seconded. Publicity was discussed, referred to committee, considered useless, and thus all present voted in favor of handing over this great responsibility to the R.A. executive committee.

Motion was made to adjourn but not seconded. The committee on committees was excused at this point for an important but unknown reason. At this point, a short, restful break was in order and duly taken.

After returning from said short, restful, duly-taken break, someone made a profound statement, which everyone forgot quickly.

It was mentioned that Dean Reese could not attend this meeting due to inclement weather. Jack Mead's absence was regretted, considered a great loss, and attributed to his forgetfulness.

Motion to adjourn was made, seconded, and debated 4:3. Someone noted that it was, indeed, inclement, and thus motions once again to adjourn in the direction of the door.

The motion was seconded. General consent was heard from the floor. The ceiling agreed, but the deck and chair questioned theorum. A roll call was taken, and the meeting was adjourned on a vote of 3:2, with the deck and chair dissenting. All present then proceeded each other out the door.

Out of Lewiston

(Continued from Page 1)

be as cooperative as possible; the movement of the buildings containing students is not cause for undue panic. The Hathorn Bell and Bombo Shelhelter beneath Lane Hall will be the first to be moved. However, the buildings of Rand and Milliken will not be moved, including the residents, as a further move to purify the College. Many faculty members were split on the decision having established close ties in the community. One member said "Oh crap! Final plans for the new campus are being kept extreme secret."
Obscure Writer Topic for Humorous Satire

By Prof. Dr. Thomas Connelly, D.B.M., B.F.

John Melville, born October 13, 1837, was the only son of his parents’ estate, Heilshire. Though the author seems to have tired of genre conventions, he begins fantasizing about styling

Heilshire after his second novel, which has finally received the attention that it deserves.

The Gopher Field was a disap-

ing short story. Although

the names of the main characters

Harrison said that “We know that

it has been theorized that Melvil-

le’s private diary and letters,

the concept, and quickly ends the

Though plentiful, it looks like Friday

nearly stopped.

the book. Studying Melville after

In 1869, Melville’s second

Heilshire named it after his idol. Hum-

As can be seen from a, in a rath-

In 1868, Melville’s first novel was a gothic character story entitled The Preacher’s Hymn.

for a coffeehouse performance.

The Freeport Fire Department

Fremen respond to L.L. Bean disaster.

The Freeport Fire Department

Saturday afternoon, L.L. Bean,

In 1851, it
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New Bates College Plagiarism Guide

It has recently come to the attention of high ranking Lane Hall Officials that the current Bates College plagiarism guide has no foot notes or source references in it and is in fact entirely plagiarised from other college plagiarism guides. In an attempt to rectify this grievous wrong, the following New Bates College Plagiarism Guide has been issued:

Plagiarism is:

It must include:

1. All sources used.
2. All direct quotes.
3. All paraphrases.
4. All summaries.
5. A Works Cited list.
6. A list of any other necessary sources.

Report any deviations to the College Plagiarism Officer.

What's Up Doc?

The Magna Charta, famous document signed in 1215 by King John.

The Divine Office of Cartigan (DOC), formerly Office of the Dean of the College (ODC), has announced the final redistribution of the Upper Echelon (see chart). This move was done for "greater efficiency, and for a real ego trip."
The new King James Version will be released shortly. When asked for a comment on the new arrangement His Highness replied: "I feel that the presence of royalty, such as myself, will give our College more prestige and maybe get us into the Ivy League. Furthermore, it would attract more prospective students to Bates and make it easier for me to see the northern lights."

Many rumors are spreading that the College is being renamed to the Kings of Cartigan. However, the College Food Service noted that at least now the name of "Commons" makes sense. The new seal is reportedly to be shaped like a shoe with a rock n' roll record on it. The Student Conduct Committee has changed their name to Sociological Standards Committee. Some students have proposed changing their name to Antisocial Behavior Committee. This Committee, while not ready to discuss the sudden rise of rock and roll, has been asked to use only humane punishment methods that leave no permanent disfigurement. The C.A. has also been renamed to the Kings Kosher Knights (KKK). Their new activities are as yet unknown but are supposedly dealing with the betterment and improvement of society through solidarity.

Many other changes are being announced. Speculation of a change of name and format for the D.O.C. is circulating. The proposed new name for the D.O.C. is the James Radio. New format styles being discussed are an all-informative one of inspiring speeches or one of all body-swinging music. Station manager Jeff Wallachon was unavailable for comment. He was last seen trying to save some rock 'n' roll records from a fire of suspicious origin. Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Jeff should report it immediately to the D.O.C.

David Bornwell of the Alumni Office has reported a rash of donations for the new school seal. The new seal is reportedly to be shaped like a rock star with a microphone, with the words "Music and Art" inscribed. The new King James Version will be released shortly. When asked for a comment on the new arrangement His Highness replied: "I feel that the presence of royalty, such as myself, will give our College more prestige and maybe get us into the Ivy League. Furthermore, it would attract more prospective students to Bates and make it easier for me to see the northern lights."

Many rumors are spreading that the College is being renamed to the Kings of Cartigan. However, the College Food Service noted that at least now the name of "Commons" makes sense. The new seal is reportedly to be shaped like a shoe with a rock n' roll record on it. The Student Conduct Committee has changed their name to Sociological Standards Committee. Some students have proposed changing their name to Antisocial Behavior Committee. This Committee, while not ready to discuss the sudden rise of rock and roll, has been asked to use only humane punishment methods that leave no permanent disfigurement. The C.A. has also been renamed to the Kings Kosher Knights (KKK). Their new activities are as yet unknown but are supposedly dealing with the betterment and improvement of society through solidarity.

Many other changes are being announced. Speculation of a change of name and format for the D.O.C. is circulating. The proposed new name for the D.O.C. is the James Radio. New format styles being discussed are an all-informative one of inspiring
Letters to the Lemming

The Last Hurrah

Dear Forrest,

I am sure you have heard stories about cheerleaders, but let me tell you this one, which believes it or not is true. I am a cheerleader at a small northeastern college. I am 26, well developed, and considered to have one of the most voluptuous bodies in school. One admires that says that I have the second nicest hair on campus. Many men have asked me if I wasn't Cheryl Ladd's "biggest" sister.

Despite my good looks, I was still a virgin (due to my Catholic upbringing) before this "enlightening" experience. Our football team was getting ready for its last game of the season with a three-school championship at stake. Our boys were very tense, and decided to hold a morale boosting rally the night before the game. The cheerleaders decided to lend a hand in raising their spirits. We lit up a few boxes every now and then, we have no idea why.

December 7, 1979

Best wishes,

Richard N. Braham, he won't accept any way. Don't worry about finish for mine. Don't worry about what you come from, or what you do. But you are a student, a virgin (due to my Catholic upbringing) before this "enlightening" experience. Our football team was getting ready for its last game of the season with a three-school championship at stake. Our boys were very tense, and decided to hold a morale boosting rally the night before the game. The cheerleaders decided to lend a hand in raising their spirits. We lit up a few boxes every now and then, we have no idea why.

The Bates Lempoon

Transport of Delight

As this winter season comes upon us, along with hopes of fresh starts for many people, it would seem that the school should hope for something new and exciting—like "Mac on Sports." I would like to give my reasons for this bold statement:

1. Mac obviously can't write. This is proven by the fact that no one reads his column. As a matter of fact, he is, at times, illogical, cut- ting, degrading, guilty of journalism, and, at one point, was seen wearing the same pair of socks for two days straight.

2. He can't write anything good about anyone. His articles are so cut and dry that if half his hate mail, other college letters to Bates telling how they dislike his articles, and the Boston Globe has been going in and out and point out to the country that he can't get his facts correct. One thing that we don't want to see is the name "Bates" or "Mac on Sports" in a paper as renowned as the Globe.

3. He is not good for our school. Anyone who writes what he feels, and any editors who print this type of journalism appear to a school newspaper, should be relieved of their duties. Where is all the school participation that we used to have at Bates? After all, we can all help our team win if we cheer them on, and treat them with divine respect. We don't want controversy at our school.

I have a couple of suggestions for Mac to help him with his writing:

1. Don't mention people's names unless they do really well. Our society needs heroes these days, and unless they do really well. Our society needs heroes these days, and treat them with divine respect. We don't want controversy at our school.

2. Institutions such as football, cheerleading, coaching, and teamwork should be written about with reverence. These unnecessary comments which try to tear Bates community away from the "Bab, Bah" of years gone by should be kept in mind. Woodson himself thought he is anyway, a one-man band squad who has to pick up on all issues and turn them into scan-dal.

I hope these suggestions will be implemented and make our school a better place.

Sincerely,

Steve Fingers

Bates security car during better times.

Dump Mac

This is not THE LEMPOON the following individuals have nothing to do with this publication

Tom Vannah-----------------------------Editor-in-chief
Jon Marcus-----------------------------Assistant Editor
Tad Baker-----------------------------Lempoon Coordinator
Jon Hall-----------------------------Photography Editor

With a little help from: Rich Regan, John Elsesser, Ethan Whitaker, Cary Caldwell, Scott Damon, Dave Connelly, Matt Buchman, Tim MacNamara, Tom Blackford, Bob MacKinnon Peter Cummings plus ... a cast of thousands

The Lempoon mysteriously appears in the mailboxes every often, we have no idea why.

The views and opinions expressed in the articles printed in this paper are most definitely, absolutely, undeniably, positively, & without a doubt NOT! concurrent with those of the editors.
Woman's Unawareness Attacks
Little Brothers/Little Sisters

Last Wednesday, Bertha Alewife, Executive Coordinator of the Bates Woman's Unawareness Society released a statement which condemned the present Little Brother/Little Sister organization, claiming that it was bigoted and sexually biased. Speaking on behalf of the 120 signatures of the Woman's Unawareness Society (W.U.S.) petition (of whom 120 were freshmen), Alewife cited the following excerpt:

"We, the undersigned, signed this petition for lack of anything better to do. Basically, we don't know what we are signing, but we have been told that we will get our names in the paper. W.U.S. feels that the structure of the LB/LS program is inherently faulty. It may have been alright back in the dark ages of the fifties when we had a normal society, but today, with all our modern sexual perversions, it is anachronism. Why must Little Brothers get top billing? Why must sisters and brothers be separated at all? Every year at the annual Little Brother/Little Sister Halloween Party we see women sexually degraded as girls are forced to dress up as witches, the bride of Frankenstein, stenographers and housewives. Meanwhile the boys all come as Dracula, pirates, cowboys and all sorts of neat stuff. We think that the spirit of LB/LS can best be carried on by terminating the whole degrading mess. In its place, we are organizing a Little People Society. (No leprechauns please!) We are fortunate that Ms. Cousse of Donnestown has volunteered to help us out in our effort. She is so with it! Right on! Everyone who wants to be a part of our new society, write your name and address on the back of a five dollar bill, and send it to: Bertha Alewife (W.U.S.) p/o Nuke the Whales Island of Great England

Personal Classifieds

B.O.C. Student found trying to improve common food. Action? --S.L.
K.R. Cause broadcasting or suffer curse of forefathers. --Radio Tokyo
K.T. May your antennas bend in the light summer breeze. --RU
K.R. May your public service announcements jam the tape machine. --K.T.
W Man polluting air. --Dolphin
W Man polluting land. --D
W Man polluting water. --D
B Nuke him! --Whale
To whom it may concern: Ohh! My leg hurts. --Phil Moskowitcz
Advisor My thesis is done. --ML
ML What? Finally! --Advisor
Advisor December fool! He be be. --ML
Help wanted (rescued) Someone to put wheels on miscarriages.
Needed Elephant cirucmiser - Low pay but tips are big.
Wanted Good lead guitarist and songwriter for new group. --Bob Dylan
Needed Traveling salesman - To participate in jokes.

Japan Attacks

(Continued from Page 1)

free live coverage of Bates football for three years with an option at first bids thereafter, or allowing Radio Tokyo to make up a public service announcement preempting the topic of the month. The issue has been ignored by the U.N. since they did not want to offend either side. WUR is taking action to remedy the situation in their own fashion by forcing STU's to like a crash course in Japanese and Old Chinese.

Poetry at Bates: Pleasant Rubbish

"Closing the Bar"

by Alfred Lord Tennyshoe

Midnight and the last call,
And one more drink for me
And may there be no moaning at the bar
When I make it a martini.

For such a drink may put me to sleep
Too full of vermouth and gin,
One more double will push me into the deep,
I've been drinking since almost ten.

Lights out and the final bell.
As I try to stand.

I've been drinking since almost ten.
Before I passed out at the bar.

And the bouncer may throw me far,
And may there be no moaning at the bar.

--"Closing the Bar" by Alfred Lord Tennyshoe

Sky Lab Falls on Bates

Several weeks ago, several large chunks of metal appeared on the front lawn of Pettigrew. Yesterday, a reliable source in the administration confirmed the fact that these pieces had in fast fallen from Skylab when it broke up upon reentry into the earth's atmosphere.

The large, unsightly pieces of scrap metal are large and irregular and above all ugly in appearance.

The college has petitioned NASA to have these "blomishes" removed from the front of an otherwise unattractive building but a Federal spokesman claimed that it would be several weeks before they could be taken away. Apparently, a number of other chunks have fallen recently. Before NASA removes the metal, they must first remove similar pieces which fell from Skylab and landed inside both the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Musee D'Art Moderne in Paris.

"The Love Song of Richard M. Nixon" by Elise Stern-Themes

Let us sneak out then, you and I,
When the evening is hiding in the sky
Like burglars in Democratic Headquarters;
Let us walk Checkers down the street,
To the Sun Champagne, to the Sun Champagne.

From a secret night at Watergate Hotel
To the alleged peace of silence Clarence;
Secretaries who erase like Rosemary Wood
Fire her. Think you should?

To overwhelm you with a leading question
Oh, let us go to China,
Upset George Mussey and the coal miner.

In the House many Ropes are seen,
Talking of impeachment, Haldeman and Dean.
(They will say: "But his expletives are deleted!")
Do I dare
Make Ford President?
In his term there is time.
To pardon me for my involvement.

And I have sent the arms already, sent them all-
Arms that to Cambodia will go
(To end the revolution, at least make it slow)
Is it impeachment cries from the Senate
That make me glad I'm not in it?
Arms that explode, from B-52s they fall.
And should I then resign?
And should I now begin?
Not I am not Eisenhower, nor could ever be;
Am an old Republican, one that won't do.
To end a war, a term of two.
Advise Prince Seeanook, no doubt an easy tool.

I grow rich . . . I grow rich . . .
I should destroy Pat, the old witch.
Shall I sink Moscow?
Will they show me any pity?
I shall wear dark sunglasses and walk about the city.

I heard Haldeman and Erlichman singing to the Committee,
I hope they don't sing about me.
I have seen agents coming in great waves.
Beating on all the doors.

I have lingered in chambers of the White House,
Now I'll retire at public expense,
I have seen agents coming in great waves.
Beating on all the doors.

I have seen agents coming in great waves.
Beating on all the doors.

James Beard reads latest poem.

John Tagliabue reads latest poem.
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SkyLab visits Bates.

The Bates Lempoon

Sky Lab Falls on Bates

Several weeks ago, several large chunks of metal appeared on the front lawn of Pettigrew. Yesterday, a reliable source in the administration confirmed the fact that these pieces had in fact fallen from Skylab when it broke up upon reentry into the earth's atmosphere.

The large, unsightly pieces of scrap metal are large and irregular and above all ugly in appearance.

The college has petitioned NASA to have these "blomishes" removed from the front of an otherwise unattractive building but a Federal spokesman claimed that it would be several weeks before they could be taken away. Apparently, a number of other chunks have fallen recently. Before NASA removes the metal, they must first remove similar pieces which fell from Skylab and landed inside both the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Musee D'Art Moderne in Paris.
NOTE: ALL BODY SHOTS COUNT 5. SHOTS TO HEAD DO NOT COUNT UNLESS METAL PIERCING CARTRIDGE IS USED.
HEEL SHOT COUNTS 100!
Dear Mom and Dad,

How are you? I'm fine, and the doctor says I'll feel even better when I get a few days' rest and a couple of home-cooked meals. But with the condition of my wallet, it looks like I'll have to hitchhike home for the holidays.

My roommate just made plans to go home with Greyhound and says Greyhound is a great way to fight inflation because their fares are so reasonable. Greyhound even makes it possible for someone to prepay a ticket in one place so someone at another place can just pick up the ticket and come home. You can even send along a small cash advance with the ticket. Greyhound will take care of everything for just a small fee. Boy — is my roommate lucky.

Well, I have to run to pick up some more of that expensive medicine. I miss you all very much and hope to be home next weekend.

Love and kisses,